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That’s what our lives are about says this ‘retired’ CU professor
He's lived a lifetime of
change. "It bothers me
that the cliche, 'people
fear change,' is true,"
said Norman Daly.
Daly, 75, is a "retired"
professor emeritus at
Cornell University, who
continues to teach fine
arts, is an international
exhibiting artist and,
most recently, an actor.
"People back away from
doing things differently
from the way they have
become accustomed,"
said Daly. "Change, to
many, is confusion,
disorientation, an altering of perspectives, a
step into the unknown.
Of course, the alternative is stagnation."
BRUSH WORK: Norman Daly, 75, stands in front of a painting project
he is currently working on in his studio at Cornell University.
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On the subject of aging and retirement, Daly said he feels that age should
never be a barrier keeping 'people from doing what they want to do.
He certainly hasn't been held back.
In his latest "career move" Daly, who had never acted before,
responded to an ad and auditioned for a play at First Street Playhouse —
and wound up getting a part in "The Stranger." As a matter of fact, he plays
four roles in the production.
Daly is from Pittsburgh, where he took his early education. "1 got tossed
out of high school, but I returned," he said. He then spent a brief period of
time as an amateur boxer.
After he finished trading blows, he attended the University of Colorado
and studied fine arts.
"I got lucky and won a European fellowship, came back and taught," said
Daly. "Then I earned a master's degree at Ohio State and taught at Oberlin
College. I headed to NYU for a doctorate, but never completed the drill. I
joined Cornell in '42, and here I am."
Daly said he has no "hobbies," but he does keep up a continuing war with
those who view aging as a quiet slide into obscurity.
"What bothers me most about those who view aging in that light is their
assumption that the older person isn't functioning to his fullest capacity,"
he said. "That's a lot of rot. I can point out endless numbers of young
people just dribbling along and going nowhere in their lives. Age isn't a
function of the calendar."
Now what about this Thespian thrust, professor?

"I've always read plays and have been intrigued by how a playwright's
mind fashions themes. I find acting exciting and a stimulant to go on to
new things."
Daly has composed music, which he has incorporated into what he calls "a
mythical civilization" which he says contains his own dream of "how our
world should be when changes take over."
Time permitting, Daly immerses himself in historical biographies and in
the study of plays. "One thing I've found in following the mental workings
of a playwright is his ability to allow people to get involved in whatever
situation he contrives. Just watch an audience: you'll see it in their intense
expressions. They're there on the stage, with the cast."
And as for the future?
"Very simple," said Daly. "I plan on keeping my good health and
continuing doing things that appeal to me and offer a bright new street for
me to stroll down."
Back to Daly's favorite theme, change: "Change applies to art —
transformation is necessary for its continuing vitality," he said. "We've got
to get rid of fixed ideas and open our minds to new and different ways of
looking at things.
"More than in any other area of human development, change is the essence
of transforming aging into a productive and fascinating period. If one
wishes to live one's life to its fullest, it must be done with change. The
world, one's environment and familial connections are never static. There is
so much to see and do and try," he said.
"So, turn the calendar to the wall; it's meaningless."
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